Axionlike Particles at Future Neutrino Experiments: Closing the Cosmological Triangle
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Axionlike particles (ALPs) provide a promising direction in the search for new physics, while a wide range of models incorporate ALPs. We point out that future neutrino experiments, such as DUNE, possess competitive sensitivity to ALP signals. The high-intensity proton beam impinging on a target can not only produce copious amounts of neutrinos, but also cascade photons that are created from charged particle showers stopping in the target. Therefore, ALPs interacting with photons can be produced (often energetically) with high intensity via the Primakoff effect and then leave their signatures at the near detector through the inverse Primakoff scattering or decays to a photon pair. Moreover, the high-capability near detectors allow for discrimination between ALP signals and potential backgrounds, improving the signal sensitivity further. We demonstrate that a DUNE-like detector can explore a wide range of parameter space in ALP-photon coupling $g_{a\gamma}$ vs ALP mass $m_a$, including some regions unconstrained by existing bounds; the “cosmological triangle” will be fully explored and the sensitivity limits would reach up to $m_a \sim 3$–4 GeV and down to $g_{a\gamma} \sim 10^{-8}$ GeV$^{-1}$.
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Introduction.—Axions not only address the strong CP problem [1–3], but also provide an explanation for the 27% of the Universe’s energy content constituting dark matter [4–9].

Investigation of the QCD axion has been extended to incorporate general axionlike particles (ALPs) in a wide range of models. The experimental effort in the search for ALPs in these many incarnations is vigorously made using their couplings with standard model (SM) particles, primarily to photons, electrons, and nucleons. These experiments include helioscopes: CAST [10–12], haloscopes: AbraCADabra [13,14], ADMX [15,16], CASPER [17], HAYSTAC [18,19], light-shining-through-wall experiments: ALPSII [20], interferometry [21,22]; ADBC [23], DANCE [24], current and proposed accelerator-based experiments: FASER [25], LDMX [26,27], NA62 [28], NA64 [29,30], SeaQuest [31], ShiP [32], hybrids of beam dump and helioscope approaches: PASSAT [33], reactor experiments: MINER, CONUS etc. [34,35], dark matter experiments: XENON [36,37], SuperCDMS [38], PandaX [39] etc.

The coupling to photons is particularly interesting, as it allows the ALPs to be copiously produced in accelerator-based neutrino experiments where, along with the neutrino flux, a high-intensity photon flux is generated from intense proton beams impinging on a target. Photons emerge from bremsstrahlung and meson decays, and can convert to ALPs via the Primakoff process in the forward region. The produced ALPs would then be observed at a detector via the inverse Primakoff scattering process, or via decays into photon pairs. A complementary analysis exploiting the axion-gluon coupling for QCD axions is done for the DUNE near detector [40].

In this Letter, we present the sensitivity of the ALP search at future neutrino experiments utilizing their near-detector facilities, taking DUNE as a concrete example, while the overall search strategies discussed here are readily applicable to other similar experiments. The near-detector complex at DUNE will include three detectors, among which we will employ liquid argon (LAr) and gaseous argon (GAr) detectors for constraining parameter space of ALPs.

The DUNE near detectors will be located 574 m downstream of the target hall where the 120-GeV proton beam impinges on a a 1.5-m long, segmented, cylindrical graphite target with a 16-mm diameter. The photon flux will be created with much higher energy compared to many...
ongoing accelerator-based neutrino experiments, e.g., COHERENT, CCM, JSNS3, etc., where $O(\text{GeV})$ proton beams are used. The higher energy photons would allow us to probe a considerable range of ALP parameter space. We demonstrate that a DUNE-like experiment can explore a wide range of the ALP mass [from $O(1) \text{ GeV}$ to the massless limit] vs the ALP-photon coupling parameter space, covering some regions where there exist no (laboratory-based) constraints, e.g., the “cosmological triangle” and the region beyond the current beam-dump limits. An accurate estimate in the photon flux is essential for a more accurate estimate in the signal sensitivity. For this purpose, we simulate the photon flux using the GEANT4 [41] package as conventional event generators are unable to handle secondary photon production such as cascade photons whose contribution is significant [42]. We also consider the SM background to estimate more realistic constraints on the parameter space.

**ALP production at the target.**—In order to investigate the ALP parameter space, we will focus on a generic model where the ALP field (henceforth denoted by $a$) can couple to a photon as described by interaction terms in the Lagrangian of the form

$$\mathcal{L} = -\frac{1}{4} g_{\alpha\gamma} F_{\mu\nu} \tilde{F}^{\mu\nu},$$

where $F_{\mu\nu}$ and $\tilde{F}_{\mu\nu}$ are the usual field strength tensor of the SM photon and its dual and where $g_{\alpha\gamma}$ parametrizes the ALP-photon coupling in the unit of inverse energy. While this coupling appears at the tree level in DFSZ-type models of the QCD axion, it also arises in models of ALP dark matter and shows up naturally in string axiverse scenarios.

Given the above coupling, ALPs can be produced by the Primakoff scattering process, $\gamma + A \rightarrow a + A$ with $A$ symbolizing the atomic system of interest, as diagrammatically displayed in Fig. 1. The production cross section $\sigma_P$ in ALP scattering angle $d\Omega'_{a} = \sin\theta'_a d\theta'_a d\phi'_a$ is given by

$$\frac{\partial^2 \sigma_P}{\partial \theta'_a \partial \phi'_a} = \frac{g_{\alpha\gamma}^2 P_a^4}{8\pi q^4} \sin^3 \theta'_a F^2(q),$$

where $\alpha$ and $m_a$ are the fine structure constant and the ALP mass, respectively, and where $q^2 = m_a^2 - 2E_{\gamma}(E_a - p_a \cos \theta'_a)$. Here, form factor $F^2(q)$ encapsulates an important coherent enhancement of the atomic number $Z^2$.

For the high energy photon flux in the target, the relevant coherence length (and momentum transfer) will be at the nuclear scale. We therefore use the nuclear form factor, for which we adopt the Helm parametrization

$$F_N^2(q) = Z^2 \left( \frac{3}{R} \right)^2 \left( 1 - \frac{q^2}{R^2} \right)^2,$$

with $s = 0.9 \text{ fm}$ and $R = \sqrt{(1.23 A^{1/3} - 0.6)^2 + 2.18 \text{ fm}}$ with $A$ being the atomic mass number. The results do not change if we replace the nuclear form factor by the atomic form factor.

We next discuss how the ALP flux is connected to the photon flux at DUNE. Let us work in the frame $(x, y, z)$ such that $z$ points along the beam axis and each photon created in the target lies in the $xz$ plane with an angle $\theta_{\gamma}$ with respect to the $z$ axis. Then, the conversion event on an atom at $(0, 0, 0)$ involves a photon with unit vector $\hat{\gamma} = (\sin \theta_{\gamma}, 0, \cos \theta_{\gamma})$ and an ALP, which is generated at an angle $\theta'_a$ with respect to the photon direction according to the angular distribution generated by $\hat{\gamma}^2 \hat{\sigma}_P / \partial \theta'_a \partial \phi'_a$ as in Eq. (2). The ALP direction in the frame $(x', y', z')$ where the photon momentum points along the $z'$ axis is

$$\hat{a}' = (\cos \theta'_a \sin \phi'_a, \sin \phi'_a \sin \theta'_a, \cos \theta'_a),$$

where $\phi'_a$ is an azimuthal angle around the $z'$ axis. $\hat{a}'$ can be transformed to $\hat{a}$ defined in the unprimed coordinate frame by a rotation by $-\theta_{\gamma}$ about the $y'$ axis:

$$\hat{a} = (\cos \theta_{\gamma} \cos \phi'_a \sin \theta'_a - \cos \phi'_a \sin \theta_{\gamma} \sin \phi'_a \sin \theta'_a, \cos \phi'_a \cos \theta_{\gamma} + \sin \phi'_a \sin \theta_{\gamma} \sin \phi'_a \sin \theta'_a),$$

from which we find that the polar angle of ALP $\theta_a$ measured in the unprimed frame is

$$\theta_a = \arccos(\cos \theta'_{a} \cos \theta_{\gamma} + \cos \phi'_{a} \sin \theta'_{a} \sin \theta_{\gamma}).$$

Assuming that the face of the detector spans a circular aperture of radius $r$, a distance $\ell'$ from the target for simplicity, we see that the ALP flux would enter the detector as far as $\theta_a$ is less than the detector opening angle $\theta_{\text{det}} = \arctan(r/\ell')$. We then convolve the differential photon flux in $E_{\gamma}$ and $\theta_{\gamma}$ with the differential Primakoff production cross section in Eq. (2):

$$\frac{d\Phi_a}{dE_a} = \int \frac{\partial^2 \Phi_{\gamma}}{\partial E_{\gamma} \partial \theta_{\gamma}} \left[ \frac{1}{\sigma_P + \sigma_R \partial \theta'_a \partial \phi'_a} \right] \delta(E_a - E_{\gamma})$$

$$\times \Theta(\theta_{\text{det}} - \theta_a) d\phi'_ad\theta'_a d\theta_{\gamma}. $$

FIG. 1. Tree-level ALP production through the Primakoff process (top left), ALP scattering through the inverse Primakoff process (top right), and ALP decays (bottom).
The factor of $[1/(\sigma_P + \sigma_T)](\partial^2 \sigma_P / \partial \theta_a \partial \phi_a)$ is the differential branching fraction of ALP production, which is used to take into account the fraction of photons that convert into ALPs in the target versus those that are absorbed through standard interactions such as photoelectric absorption and pair production. One may find that above an MeV, the total photon absorption cross section $\sigma_P \sim 1$ barn in carbon.

Finally, we discuss the generation of photon flux before closing this section. A large fraction of photons are produced via the decays of mesons such as $\pi^0$ and $\eta$ and radiation off the incoming beam. These contributions can be estimated using conventional event generators. There are additional significant contributions, e.g., cascade photons from secondary particles such as ionized electrons created while final-state particles lose their energy and stop in the target [42]. The estimate of those photons involves nontrivial nuclear effects, so we employ the GEANT4 package for a systematic estimate of the photon flux, simply considering the target geometry and the beam specifications of a DUNE-like experiment with a 1.2-MW, 120-GeV proton beam impinging on a graphite target. We assumed a proton-on-target (POT) rate of $1.1 \times 10^{21}$ POT year$^{-1}$. We find that most of the photons are moving in the forward direction, hence one can expect that a large fraction of ALP flux is directed toward the near detector complex.

**ALP event rate at the detector.**—ALPs can be detected by inverse Primakoff scattering or decays to $\gamma\gamma$ at the detector.

For the decay to a photon pair, we compute the probability $P_{\text{decay}}$ that the ALP decays within the detector volume. This can be calculated by integrating the decay probability density between the front and the back of the detector, $(\ell', \ell' + \Delta \ell)$;

$$P_{\text{decay}} = e^{-\Delta \ell/(\tau_{\text{a}})} [1 - e^{-\Delta \ell/(\tau_{\text{a}})}],$$

where $\tau$ is the ALP lifetime in the laboratory frame, based on the decay width

$$\Gamma(a \rightarrow \gamma\gamma) = \frac{g_{a3} m_3^3}{64 \pi},$$

and velocity in the laboratory frame $v_a = p_a / E_a$. For a given exposure time $\mathcal{E}$, the total event rate from ALP decays $N_{\text{decay}}$ is then given by a convolution of the decay probability with the ALP flux derived in Eq. (7):

$$N_{\text{decay}} = \mathcal{E} \int \frac{d\Phi_a}{dE_a} P_{\text{decay}} dE_a.$$  

Similarly, ALPs can scatter, yielding a single $\gamma$ signal, through the inverse Primakoff scattering process. This process has a cross section $\sigma_{IP}$, identical to $\sigma_P$ but larger by a factor of 2 to account for the sum over polarization states.

$$N_{\text{scatter}} = N_T \mathcal{E} \int \sigma_{1P}(E_a) \frac{d\Phi_a}{dE_a} P_{\text{surv}} dE_a,$$

where $N_T$ is the number of argon targets. $P_{\text{surv}}$ is the survival probability that an ALP reaches the detector without decaying, that is, $P_{\text{surv}} = e^{-\ell/(\tau_{\text{a}})}$.

**Background consideration.**—In Fig. 3, one can infer two qualitatively different exclusion regions corresponding to scatterings and decays of ALPs. The limits will be discussed in more detail in the next section and here we note that they were obtained under a zero-background hypothesis. In what follows, we justify such a choice for the case of decaying ALPs in a DUNE-like GAr detector and also discuss the situation in a DUNE-like LAr detector for scattering ALPs. For a DUNE-like GAr detector, we make use of its volume and consider ALP decays into two photons. The main SM background is from NC-$\pi^0$ production where the final-state pion decays also to two photons.

For the 7-year exposure, the DUNE Collaboration predicts $\sim 3 \times 10^6$ NC events in the detector [43], summing up the contributions from positive and negative horn polarity modes. Let us conservatively assume that all of those would contain a single pion. Among those, the events where there is some hadronic activity in the interaction vertex could be vetoed as ALPs decay would not give rise to additional energetic charged particles. The study in Ref. [44] estimated that the cut on the hadronic activity removes $\sim 80\%$ of the background.

For a further background suppression, one can employ kinematics: while the ALPs and hence its decay products (photons) will appear in the detector at a very small opening angle (see also the left panel of Fig. 2) and are practically collimated with the beam line, the $\pi^0$'s in the detector (and hence photons from their decay) would be distributed with a greater preference than our signal toward larger angles. We have checked that explicitly, using Monte Carlo generator GENIE [45]. We found that by imposing a cut on the angle $\epsilon = 4$ mrad, which matches resolution of the detector [44], background is reduced by the factor of $10^3$.

For the coherent single photon production (not yet implemented in GENIE), we expect negligible contributions, considering its 3–4 orders of magnitude smaller cross sections than those of NC-$\pi^0$ events [46,47]. For completeness, let us emphasize that the background from misidentified electrons is suppressed; the $\nu_e$ flux producing electrons in CC processes is suppressed with respect to the $\nu_\mu$ flux. Further, the dirt events that could be present in both LAr and GAr analyses are subdominant with respect to the in-detector $\pi^0$ background; this is mainly because to generate dirt events, neutrinos would need to interact very close to the upstream end of the LAr detector and this dramatically reduces effective volume of the dirt. The few events that may sneak into the detector can be removed.
using topological and spatial cuts. See the related discussion for MiniBooNE [48]. Finally, the likelihood for a photon conversion in the gas is only 12%, which means that there is 88% chance that at least one of the photons would convert. This reduces the background counts by a further factor of 4, but we note that our signal also suffers from this. Putting all the numbers together leaves us with $O(10^3)$ background events. We note that this number could be further reduced by employing kinematic variables (which depend on $m_A$). For example, it is possible to use the opening angle, $\Delta\theta_{\gamma\gamma}$, between the photons (the left panel of Fig. 2) and the photon energy spectra (the right panel of Fig. 2) emerging from the ALP decays for various $m_A$ to suppress the backgrounds. Still, note that by even taking into account background of this level would basically not yield an observable change of the presented limits.

As far as the limit from ALP scattering in LAr is concerned, here the situation is vastly different. First, the fiducial mass of LAr detector is 50 times larger than that of GAr, hence giving $O(10^8)\pi^0$ events before cuts. We anticipate that most of those would typically yield two observable showers and hence would be rejected since, in contrast, there would be only one final-state photon from the ALP scattering. For eliminating the remaining $\pi^0$ events where one of the photons would be missed, one can employ kinematical distributions. Regarding those, unlike in the decaying case, one cannot assume that all the photons from ALPs will be within an $\epsilon$ angle because photons emerging from ALP scattering in the detector would have distribution similar to those arising from decaying $\pi^0$. This makes the background consideration more involved than in the case of decaying ALPs. We reserve a more quantitative study in this regard for a follow-up work and present a background-free limit in what follows.

**Results.**—We are now in the position to discuss the expected sensitivity of a DUNE-like detector to the ALP scattering and decay signals in the presence of SM backgrounds. We consider the LAr detector of a 50-ton fiducial mass for the scattering limit and the GAr detector of a cylindrical fiducial volume (5.2-m diameter and 5-m length) for the decay limit. Our sensitivity reach for decays are then evaluated at 90% C.L. and reported in Fig. 3 by the red lines, while the inverse Primakoff scattering is shown in blue. Various existing astrophysical and laboratory-based limits are also shown by tan and gray regions, respectively. For lower ALP masses, notice that the scattering limit becomes much better than the decay limit near $m_A \sim 100$ keV. This study suggests that a DUNE-like detector, especially, the gas-phase detector due to its significantly low background contamination, will be greatly capable of probing a wide range of the $(m_A, g_{\alpha\gamma})$ parameter space. A few remarkable potentials are worth pointing out. Above all, a DUNE-like detector can probe the regions beyond the current beam-dump limits, i.e., up to $m_A \sim 3-4$ GeV and down to $g_{\alpha\gamma} \sim 10^{-8}$ GeV$^{-1}$, which have never been probed before.
Second, the cosmological triangle surrounded by beam-dump, HB stars, and supernova limits can be (completely) covered. Although this region would be constrained by standard cosmological considerations, they are highly model dependent, hence can be evaded by nonstandard cosmology [57,58]. Third, a large portion of astrophysical limits (HB stars and SN1987a) can be constrained (see also Ref. [59] for a recent development in the supernova limit calculation and Ref. [60] for its criticism). Like the cosmological limits, the astrophysical limits highly depend on the underlying ALP model details (see, for example, Refs. [61–68]), so a DUNE-like detector is expected to constrain those regions in a model-independent fashion. A number of ongoing and upcoming experiments, e.g., Belle II and neutrino experiments having smaller beam energy (e.g., CCM, SBND, T2K/T2HK) would also be able to II and neutrino experiments having smaller beam energy quantities. We would like to thank Alan Bross, André de Gouvêa, Laura Fields, Vladimir Ivantchenko, Soon Yung Jun, and Shirley Li for useful discussions. We also thank Patrick Huber to be part of this work in the initial phase. J. Y. also acknowledges discussions with several other members of the DUNE Collaboration. B. D. and A. T. acknowledge support from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Grant DE-SC0010813. The work of D. K. is supported by DOE under Grant No. DE-FG02-13ER41976/DE-SC0009913/DE-SC0010813. The work of I. M. S. is supported by DOE under Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy. Portions of this research were conducted with the advanced computing resources provided by Texas A&M High Performance Research Computing.
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